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Extragalactic	magnetic	fields
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� Global	configuration	of	the	disk	and	

halo	components	of	the	magnetic	

field	is	not	easily	explained

� Critical	ingredient	in	interaction	

between	disk	and	halo

� Not	only	the	influence	the	magnetic	

fields	have	on	the	evolution	of	the	

galaxy…

� …but	also	what	influences	them
¡ e.g.,	galactic	winds Moss+2010



Continuum	HAlos of	Nearby	Galaxies	– an	EVLA	Survey
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� 35	edge-on	

radio	

galaxies

� Study	the	

diffuse	

halo	(&	its	

mag.	field	

structure)



Basics	of	radio	polarimetry:	Stokes	parameters
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Brentjens	2016



Stokes	parameters
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Stokes	parameters
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Circular	polarization

Linear	polarization



Stokes	parameters
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Circular	polarization

Linear	polarization



Faraday	rotation
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� Circular	birefringence	of	

magnetized	plasma

¡ Left/right	circular	polarizations	

travel	through	medium	at	different	

speeds

� Amount	of	rotation	depends	

on	wavelength	

� Slope	of	polarization	angle	vs.	

wavelength	square	=	ROTATION	

MEASURE	(RM)
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coherence length is constant, wavelength-independent beam depolarization occurs (Sokoloff et al. 
1998): 

DP = p/p0 = N-1/2 

 
If the medium is pervaded by an isotropic turbulent field Bturb (unresolved field with randomly changing 
direction) plus an ordered field Bord (regular and/or anisotropic turbulent) with a constant orientation in 
the volume observed by the telescope beam, it follows for constant density of cosmic-ray electrons: 
 

DP = 1 / (1 + q2) 
 

while for the equipartition case (Sokoloff et al. 1998): 
 

DP = (1 + 3.5 q2) / (1 + 4.5 q2 + 2.5 q4) 
 

where q = Biso,┴ / Bord,┴ (components in the sky plane; Biso,┴ = Biso √2/3). The latter case gives larger DP 
values (i.e. less depolarization) than for the former case. 
 
 
2.4 Faraday rotation and Faraday depolarization 
 
The linearly polarized radio wave is rotated by the Faraday effect in the passage through a magneto-
ionic medium (Fig. 1). This effect gives us another method of studying magnetic fields – their regular 
component along the line of sight. The rotation angle Ф induced in a polarized radio wave is given by: 
 

Ф = λ2 RM 
 
with λ wavelength of observation (in m) 
 RM       Rotation Measure (in rad m-2).  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Synchrotron emission and Faraday rotation. 
 
 
RM is constant only in the rare cases when Ф is a linear function of λ2. Measurement of RM needs 
polarization observations in at least three frequency channels with a large frequency separation. In 
case of strong Faraday depolarization (see below), the polarization angle Ф is no longer a linear 
function of λ2. Large deviations from the λ2 law can also occur if several emitting and Faraday-rotating 
sources are located within the volume traced by the telescope beam. In such cases, RM fluctuates 
with wavelength, and the Faraday Depth (FD) has to be used (Burn 1966): 
 

Ф = λ2 FD  

 
where           FD = 0.81 ∫ ne B║ dl = 0.81 <ne B║> L   (rad m-2) 
 
with ne  thermal electron density in cm-3  

  B║ mean strength of the magnetic field component along the line of sight in µGauss 
             dl pathlength along the magnetic field 
 L total pathlength in parsec. 

Beck	&	Wielebinski 2013



LOS	Magnetic	fields
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� Rotation	varies	for	different	intervening	media:

¡ Most	cases	aren’t	well	described	by	single	RM,	but	by…

Faraday	depth:

� Only	sensitive	to	regular (not	turbulent)	fields

Field	along	

line	of	sight



“Classical”	method
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� Least-squares	fit	

RM	=	18	± 43	rad	m-2



“Classical”	method
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� Least-squares	fit	

RM	=	18	± 43	rad	m-2

Only	allows	for	the	determination	of	a	

single slope	à single	value	for	RM

Not	always	the	reality!



Faraday	tomography
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Faraday	tomography
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ɸ

Rotation	from	one	

“Faraday	screen”



Faraday	tomography
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ɸ

Rotation	from	multiple	Faraday	screens	

à but	all	emission	has	same	RM



Faraday	tomography
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ɸ

Emitting	region	 is	ALSO	a	rotating	region



Rotation	Measure	Synthesis
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� Brentjens	&	de	Bruyn	2005;	Burn	1966

� Fourier	transform	of	linear	

polarization	intensity	P(λ2)	…

� … gives	us	F(ɸ),	a	spectrum	of	

intensity	as	a	function	of	Faraday	

depth	ɸ

� More	accurate	than	linear	fitting	

method,	especially	when	complex	

structure	is	present

!2

ɸ

F(ɸ)



Limitations
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FWHM	in	Faraday	space

Largest	scale	of	ɸ-space	to	

which	we	are	sensitive	

Max.	observable	ɸ-magnitude	



RM	spread	function
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VLA	(6	cm)



RM	spread	function
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VLA	(6	cm)

determines	

precision

Higher	! bandwidth	=	higher	precision



RM	spread	function
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VLA	(6	cm)

determines	

precision

Higher	! bandwidth	=	higher	precision

Just	one	VLA	band	is	

prohibitively	imprecise!



S	band:	the	missing	link
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� Resolution:	concatenate	

observations	from	

multiple	bands

ß !2



S	band:	the	missing	link
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� Resolution:	concatenate	

observations	from	

multiple	bands

� CHANG-ES	has	only	L	

band	(20	cm)	and	C	band	

(6	cm)	(currently)

ß !2



Sidelobes…
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Effect:	multiplies	 frequency-space	data	by	a	window	function

Fourier	pair:	convolves	Faraday	depth	spectrum	by	a	sinc function

Increases	sidelobes

dramatically

Broadens	central	peak	à
higher	uncertainties

VLA	6	cm	&	20	cm



Continuum	HAlos of	Nearby	Galaxies	– an	EVLA	Survey
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UGC	10288



Double-lobed	background	source
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C	array,	6	cm

Stokes	I	(total	intensity)



Double-lobed	background	source
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C	array,	6	cm

Stokes	I	(total	intensity)
Spitzer	+	VLA	(contours)



Critical:	(very)	visible	in	linear	polarization
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• Background	source	
has	strong	polarized	

emission
• We	can	observe	the	

Faraday	rotation	of	that	

emission	to	learn	about	

the	foreground	halo	

Linear	polarization

C	array	6	cm	



Critical:	(very)	visible	in	linear	polarization
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Linear	polarization
C	array	6	cm	

B	array	(20	cm)	



RM	distribution
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� RM	averages	to		

~30	rad/m2

¡ Likely	indication	of	

Galactic	foreground	

contribution

� Some	intrinsic	

rotation	from	

double-lobed	

source	itself



RM	distribution
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� Vectors:	background	

magnetic	field

� Colorscale:	

observed	rotation	

measures



RM MAP

07/2016CHANG-ES	2016

0.86 kpc

1.40 kpc



Evidence	for	a	field	reversal	in	z-direction
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� Located	near	

foreground	disk	(strong	

mag.	fields)

� Not	unprecedented:

¡ Sun+2008	find	a	field	

reversal	in	Milky	Way	itself

¡ Fletcher+2011	find	reversal	

between	disk+halo of	M51

� Field	reversals	not	

easily	explained	by	α–Ω

dynamo

2.5 
kpc

5.0 
kpc

Magnetic	field	

pointing	away

Gradient	in	RMs



Verifying	results
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� 6	cm	(C	band)	only

� Different	RM-synthesis	

method,	similar	results

¡ Stronger	threshold

� Agreement	within	error	

bounds



α-effect and Ω-effect	for	a	sphere
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Ω-effect:
• Field	lines	carried	

along	with	

conducting	fluid	(w/	

differential	rotation)

• Poloidal	field	à
Toroidal

α-effect:
• Vertical	convection	

twisted	by	Coriolis

force

• Toroidal	à Poloidal



Toroidal/poloidal	component	of	field
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Azimuthal dynamo modes

Azimuthal dynamo modes

Azimuthal dynamo modes
AZIMUTHAL	MODES

Toroidal	 component	

(disk)

PARITIES	(odd	vs.	even)

Poloidal	 component



Disk-halo	interaction
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� Disk	and	halo	can	have	independent
(and	sometimes	opposite)	parities

¡ Independent	dynamo	mechanism	for	disk	vs.	

halo

� Moss+2010:	usually	disk	and	halo	have	

the	same	symmetry

¡ Dynamo	in	disk	enslaves	that	in	halo,	or	vice	

versa

Even	symmetry,	both	disk+halo	à
Moss+2010



Mixed	parity:	galactic	wind
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� Inclusion	of	a	galactic	

wind	in	dynamo	

produces	different	

symmetries

¡ Also	contributes	to	X-

shape	in	halo

� As	wind	gets	stronger,	

link	between	disk/halo	

forces	their	symmetries	

to	be	the	same

¡ One	“enslaves”	the	other

Even	sym.	in	bothEven	sym.	in	disk,	

odd	 in	halo

INCREASING	GALACTIC	WIND



Mixed	parity:	galactic	wind
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� Inclusion	of	a	galactic	

wind	in	dynamo	

produces	different	

symmetries

¡ Also	contributes	to	X-

shape	in	halo

� As	wind	gets	stronger,	

link	between	disk/halo	

forces	their	symmetries	

to	be	the	same

¡ One	“enslaves”	the	other

Even	sym.	in	bothEven	sym.	in	disk,	

odd	 in	halo

INCREASING	GALACTIC	WIND



Conclusions	&	Future	work
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� Combination	of	dynamo mechanisms	and	galactic	winds	is	
currently	our	best	model	for	observed	signatures

� Also	compatible	with	X	shape seen	in	halo	fields

� In	general	for	magnetic	fields,	connecting	theory	to	observed	

patterns	is	very	challenging

� More	difficult	when	explaining	global	(disk+halo)	

configuration

� Next	steps:	obtain	S	band (13	cm)	coverage!

¡ Will	allow	us	to	perform	this	analysis	on	more	sources

� CHANG-ES	is	also	incorporating	GBT	(single-dish)	coverage


